Parameterizing the Dirichlet distribution as expected value ( ) and strength of prior evidence ( ) allow us to easily state prior on the average weight function. Since there is no prior study in the field on betel quid chewing, we give the weak prior ( (10), ℎ (1,1,1)) for these hyperparameters. The codes for the above model in JAGS is available upon request from the corresponding author. #Setting seed for random number generator set.seed (28278) #Sample sizes N1 <-700 N2 <-1500 N3 <-3000
Stan code for Bayesian Relevant life course exposure model (RStan 2.14)
#Correlation Matrix rho <-0.7 corMat <-cbind(c(1,rho,rho^2),c(rho,1,rho),c(rho^2,rho,1)) corMat #Covariance Matrix Sigma <-sd2*corMat #Simulating three correlated exposure variables X1 <-mvrnorm(N1, mu=mu, Sigma = Sigma, empirical=TRUE) X2 <-mvrnorm(N2, mu=mu, Sigma = Sigma, empirical=TRUE) X3 <-mvrnorm(N3, mu=mu, Sigma = Sigma, empirical=TRUE)
#True 
